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1. INTRODUCTION

The course of the initiating phase of severe fast reactor accidents is determined
by early material motion [1,2]. In simulation experiments (SIMBATH, simulation
experiments in fuel element mock-ups with thermite) the behaviour of single
pins, and 7-pin, 19-pin and 37-pin bundles undergoing melt-down was
investigated. Thermite (AI + FezOs) filled tubes typically having 7.6 mm diameter
were used as fuel rod simulators, while the exothermal heat of the thermite
reaction simulated the nuclear heat. The energy of 3.4 kJ per centimeter pin
length resulted in a temperature of the melt of about 3200 К [3]. Energy
production and melt temperature are large enough to simulate mild UTOP or
ULOF 1 incidents sufficiently well [4]. By reproducing in-pile tests (TRAN
experiments of SANDIA) in the SIMBATH test facility, it could be shown that
freezing and relocation phenomena of a thermite melt in a narrow gap are quite
similar to those of UO2 melt [5].

UTOP —
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SIMBATH is an out-of-pile experimental programme with non-radioactive
materials, which provided the possibility to perform numerous experiments with
a wide range of parameters and an extensive instrumentation. The X-ray high
speed photography used in these tests allowed to visualize material motion and
relocation qualitatively, and furthermore to gain quantitative results by the use
of additionally installed photodiodes [6].

The results of the experiments serve as a data base to evaluate physical
phenomena relevant to be modelled in computer codes (e. g. SIMMER) and on
the other hand to verify those codes [7,8].

The main objectives of the tests were to investigate

- in-pin material motion (single pin tests with homogeneous or cosine-shaped
power distribution) as far as prototypic for real fuel pins and material release
out of a failing clad

- material motion and relocation in coolant subchannels (7 pin bundles with
various hydraulic diameters)

- Blockage build-up in upstream and downstream breeder sections (7, 19 and
37-pin bundles)

- three-dimensional material motions caused by transversally subsequent
failing fuel rods (37-pin bundle).

- hexcan failures caused by melt-through and subsequent material motion in
intersubassembly channels

The experiments were carried out either in stagnant sodium with an axial
temperature gradient, or in flowing sodium, thereby simulating UL.OF or UTOP
conditions, respectively. An overview on the bundle tests carried out is given in
Table I.

2. RESULTS

2.1 General course of a bundle test

The test procedure up to ignition of the pins started with setting prespecified
conditions, for example initial temperature, gas pressure inside the fuel rod
simulators, and coolant flow-rate. After ignition the thermite reaction spread
inside the igniters over their total lenght within typically 50 ms. Then, the bulk of
thermite surrounding the igniters started to react radially. This ensured sufficient
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axial coherence of the energy release. The onset of the chemical reaction inside
the igniters led to irregularities in the sinusodial form of the ignition currents.
These signal changes were used as an indication to switch off the power supply in
order to prevent disturbances of the measured signals by sparkover. The fine
thermite powder does not allow a complete filling, this, together with volume
reduction by the thermical reaction, leads to about 50 % void inside the pin. The
chemical reaction produced a melt inside the clad which consisted of a mixture
(about half and half by mass) of alumina and iron. The dads failed by melting
attack and by mechanical stress with or without preceding sodium boiling. The
location of the first cladding failure was random in tests with uniform
temperature distribution prior to the transient. In experiments with an axial
temperature gradient (ULOF driven TOP simulation) the first pin failure occurred
preferentially in the high-temperature region.

In Fig. 1, a typical course of a bundle destruction is given. This picture was
evaluated by drawing sketches taken sequentially from X-ray films. In this
example, a seven-pin test was chosen in which the destruction of the bundle
developed rather slowly, in order to demonstrate more clearly the course of the
test than would be possible in a very fast destruction.

After clad failure, gas and molten material were released into the coolant
channel and sodium was ejected in both axial directions. Thermite moved axially
behind the liquid sodium phase boundaries. Thermal interactions took place
locally of thermite and sodium remaining on structures or reentering the test
section. Only small amounts of material were found to be involved in such
interactions. However, pressure waves arose from the sudden evaporation and
led to enforced ejection of coolant and molten material. Droplets were finely
dispersed. The thermite mixture was relocated and frozen on colder surfaces,
especially on those in the simulated breeding zones, and at flow obstructions
such as spacers. The experiments ended by refilling the test section with sodium.

2.2 In-pin material motion [9]

A specially designed fuel rod simulator was used to investigate the occurrence
and development of the first pin failure and in-pin material motion in detail. Due
to design features, the location of first pin failure was preset to occur in the
middle of the pin length. The cosine shaped power distribution and resultant
melt-up sequence promoted in-pin material motion towards the first pin failure
location.
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A sequential clad failure process was identified in this experiment, i.e. (1) pin
hole, (2) axial crack, (3) melt and peel-off by the released thermite, and (4)
thermal interactions with accumulated thermite and sodium inside the clad tube.

With respect to in-pin thermite motions, an intermittent characteristic was
identified. This intermittency restricted the amount of thermite to be
agglomerated near the failure location. Before the thermite was released from
the pin, a transition of the in-pin material pattern from quasi-stationary multiple
slugs to pulsating elongated ones was established and it resulted in weak
agglomerations of thermite near the pin hole. These evaluated ratios up to
+ 14 % were small compared to the theoretical maximum value possible for this
fuel rod simulator, i.e. + 67 %. After the pin break-up had occurred,
discontinuous in-pin motions toward the failure location were established and
prevented increase of the thermite agglomeration. Theoretically, a complete
pile-up of thermite in pin and channel can increase this ratio up to + 1260 % over
38mm lenght. (This extremely high value is due to an unprototypic large
hydraulic diameter of the channel). The evaluated ratios after pin failure were
less than + 50 % which were established in the lower part of the pin. Thus the
magnitude of agglomeration ratios can be regarded as small in this experiment,
mainly due to an intermittent characteristic for in-pin motions. Recalculations
using SIMMER [9] confirmed the experimental findings.

Concerning in-channel material motions, thermal interactions played an
important role for the agglomeration process of released thermite and for the
void development process. Initially the void region mainly developed due to gas
release from the pin, but when thermal interactions occurred in the testsection
the void progressed and also the dispersed thermite motions were influenced. No
significant freezing on cold structures was identified due to the unprototypic
large hydraulic diameter for the channel. A large space was choosen to enable
clear Х-Ray pictures.

Based on understandings of the experimental results, three physical conditions
promoting the intermittent movements are pointed out: (1) formation of
pulsating multiple liquid slugs within the pin prior to failure, (2) occurrence of a
thermal interaction which generated pressure pulses inverting in-pin slug
motions, and (3) in-pin pressure build-up which activated in-pin motions toward
the failure location. The experimental parameters able to influence this
behaviour are as follows: (1) in-pin pressure, (2) channel area, and (3) sodium
flow rate. The in-pin pressure is directly connected to the acceleration of the in-
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pin thermite and also determines the resultant material release characteristic.
Additionally the in-pin pressure may influence failure propagation due to its
mechanical loading. The channel area is related to the void development after
onset of sodium boiling and gas release due to pin failure. Thus this parameter
can determine conditions for promoting thermal interactions which influence the
initial behaviour of the in-pin and in-channel material motions. Moreover this
parameter has an effect on the freezing behaviour which can change further
material motions. The sodium flow rate influences the void development by
imposing pressure drops and by defining the inertia of sodium columns.

2.3 Early material expulsion out of the bundle test section

After the occurrence of pin failure part of the simulated fission gas was released
and formed a void inside the bundle. Subsequent material was released as a
finely dispersed droplet flow, which is due to the steep pressure difference
between in-pin cavity and the coolant channel existing at that time causing a
high acceleration of the melt, and due to the spray-off of the melt hitting
neighbouring structures such as pins or the wrapper. This highly dispersed
material followed the boundaries of the void and the liquide sodium slugs in axial
directions. Even when frozen due to radiation heat loss and cooling down as a
result of relatively cold gas and vapour flows, the fine droplets and/or particles
penetrated the simulated breeding zones. This can be seen on the X-ray films as a
cloud of material flowing axially. The amount of material leaving the test section
was evaluated in an experiment in which no wrapper failure occurred. The
material balance taken after the test indicated that 11,7 % of the material
originally placed in the thermite zone of the bundle had disappeared into the
sodium loop. The period in which this had taken place was evaluated from the X-
ray film to be within the first 300 ms after occurrence of the first pin failure in this
test. This quantitative evaluation was only possible for one experiment, for in all
other bundle tests the wrapper failed, so that a material balance could not be
evaluated unambiguously. The amount of material forced out of the test section
as finely dispersed material early in this experiment might have been more than
11,7 %, since the material ejected upstream was probably swept back into the
test section when it was refilled with sodium. However, it is estimated from film
observations that in all other SIMBATH bundle experiments the early release of
material attains more or less the same amount.
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2.4 Blockage build-up

After this early material expulsion the material motions became less violent,
when the pressure gradient had decreased. The melt agglomerated to form
larger droplets which moved axially. When entering the simulated breeding
zones these droplets came into close contact with the pins and the wrapper and
finally froze and formed blockages. These were not initially tight, but became
denser due to the accumulation of succeeding material. The time at which a
blockage became tight was evaluated from pressure and flow measurements.
Table II gives the results of all SIMBATH bundle tests. It is obvious that, if it
happened at all, the blockage in the upper simulated breeding zone became
tight before the lower. The scatter of values is rather large, this is due to different
locations of the first pin failure and to different violences of pin destruction.

The post test material distribution was evaluated by weighing the test-section
section by section. It was found that the length of penetration and the amount
of relocated material depend on the test parameters, such as the pressure of the
simulated fission gas, temperature of the structure, hydraulic diameter, and
random occurrence of local thermal interactions. The test Vjh130, given in Fig. 2,
is rather typical of a ULOF driven TOP simulation with short penetration into the
simulated breeding zones. Therefore, only a small amount of material relocated
outside the original thermite zone particularly because the wrapper did not fail.
This is different in cases where the wrapper failed and material was released into
the annular sodium channel surrounding the wrapper. Referring to Fig. 2 this
would primarily concern the material which formed the upper part of the lower
blockage.

In case of a TOP simulation, the lower blockage always remained porous. This is
because the pump head was maintained and brought sodium back to the test
section causing multiple thermal interactions. The length of penetration of
molten material and the final location of material varied between 100 and 300
mm length, and depend for example on the pressure of the simulated fission gas.
The grid spacers of the SNR 300 type seem to play an important role. In most of
the downstream blockages the position of the front edge corresponded to those
of spacers. It might not be necessarily the first spacer which the flowing material
reaches when penetrating into the simulated breeder zones.

In experiment Vjh83 the tight blockages have been analyzed with respect to the
axial distribution of alumina and iron respectively. The shorter the distance from
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the thermite zone was, the higher was the ratio of alumina within the blockage,
and vice versa. This shows that clad material was prevailing the motion.

2.5 Material redistribution inside the thermite zone

During the time between first pin failure and partially disintegration, the axially
moving material froze out at pins or the wrapper wall in the thermite zone. This
was primarily true for alumina, the material with the higher melting point. The
crusts on the clad of the fuel rod simulators within the thermite zone became,
however, mobile again when the clad melted and disintegrated while the crust at
the wall of the wrapper increased. This was less the case at the very beginning,
when a fine droplet flow was existing. Later on, when most of the bundle had
disintegrated, it was enhanced when larger drops were flowing, and finally it
became highest when annular film flow or a churn flow had built up. The latter
two types of flow regions were often superimposed by oscillations which were
due to changing pressure gradients and thermal interactions occurring at the
lower end of the test section. A crust primarily consisting of alumina was formed
which reduced heat loss from the melt. By this kind of a selective freezing, the
melt was enriched with iron. In some experiments up to 12 oscillations could be
seen on the films for about 12 s, indicating that the alumina crust effectively
delayed further freezing. The number of oscillations rather depended on
whether or not a wrapper failure occured and, if so, at what time, its location and
size.

Fig. 2 shows a typical material distribution after the test. It can clearly be seen
that most of the material of the thermite zone has been removed. The mass
balance given in Fig. 3 shows just 38 % mass reduction for the thermite zone,
because the lower blockage extends up into this region. In the region between +
140 mm and + 500 mm (both related to the lower end of the thermite zone) the
material reduction amounts to 78 %. Both figures also reflect the fact that the
relocated material in that zone consists mainly of alumina.
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2.6 Material release from bundles with different hydraulic diameters [10]

Results of Test Vjh 130 (dhydr = 3,04 mm, see Fig. 1)

In this test an unusual long time period compared to all former tests was
needed to initiate the thermite reaction in all fuel rod simulators, namely
0.360 s from the onset of the chemical reaction in the first pin until the onset
in the last. Although the time period for clad failures was somewhat shorter,
the melt release into the cooling channel occurred rather slowly. The main
material motions and relocations took place obviously after preceding small
material motions had covered the wrapper wall with a layer of solidified
alumina. This was the only test among eight bundle experiments where the
wrapper did not fail.

The first pin failure combined with gas release led to sodium expulsion so that
subsequent melt was released into a voided test-section. Nevertheless,
thermal interactions of hot melt with residual sodium, remaining as film,
caused pressure pulses of up to 0.7 MPa and of 1 ms duration. These pressure
pulses enhanced the materials to move. At time 0.380 s, the formation of a
blockage at level +360 mm inside the thermite zone could be observed on the
X-ray filmes. The material involved became moveable again when clad
destruction progressed into this region. Subsequently this material was
transported into the simulated breeding zone and deposited there. A local
thermal interaction between hot melt and residual sodium led to a pressure
pulse of 0.4 MPa and caused axial material motions into both breeding zones.
The melt froze at the already existing partial blockages, densifying them until
at 0.470 s the downstream blockage became tight. This was the case for the
upstream blockage at latest at 0.550 s. These events could not be seen on the
X-ray films, but were deduced from pressure and flowmeter readings showing
no response, although further thermal interactions inside the test section had
occurred. The blockages were found to be completely tight when sodium flow
was tried to be reestablished after the test.
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The post experiment axial material distribution (Fig.2) is characterized by a
nearly empty thermite zone (besides the steel plug formation) and by the
material accumulations forming the blockages inside the simulated breeding
zones. The share of alumina in the relocated mass was estimated visually from
the geometrical ratio of the crust on the total relocation by assuming
theoretical densities. The estimated ratio of iron within the alumina crust is
based on local analyses.

Result of Test Vjh 154 (dhydr. = 5,12 mm)

In the experiment with the larger hydraulic diameter the coherence of
thermite reaction was much faster, all pins reacted within 0.260 s, and failed
within about 0.220 s. This resulted in a somewhat faster bundle disintegration
(within 0.330 s compared to 0.578 s in V*Th130). The formation of a tight
blockage in the upper simulated breeder zone had occurred at about the same
time after the first pin failure. The period to build up the lower blockage
lasted about 0.090 s longer.

The first pressure pulses just after the first pin failure were somewhat higher
than in Vjh130. This alone, however, can not explain the more violent material
expulsion, it should also be due to the larger hydraulic diameter. Compared to
Vjh130 a temporary lockage within the thermite zone could not be observed.

At time 0.313 s a violent thermal interaction of molten material with a
remaining small amount of sodium had occurred. The subsequent pressure
pulses of up to 3.3 MPa enhanced material motions which tightened already
existing partial blockages but also led to melt accumulation near the wrapper
wall. The great heat transfer through the wrapper caused the sodium in the
bypass to boil and finally the wrapper to melt through. In spite of this
additional possibility for pressure relief and material release, the tight
blockage mentioned occurred earlier than in VTH130.
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On trying to reestablish the coolant flow after the transient it was found that
a reduced sodium flow was possible through the lower blockage and via the
wrapper failure into the bypass (about 10 % of the original mass flow at the
same pump head). After an intentional flow reversal even some sodium
flowed through the upper blockage. This indicated that the blockages were
not tightened by melt freezing but by sieving solid particles. Nevertheless, the
additional flow resistance had increased dramatically, so that only a small
mass flow could be established.

In Fig. 4 the final axial mass distribution is shown together with that of
Vjh130. Additionally, the material distributions are indicated which would
occur in the breeding zones if the coolant flow areas would be completely
filled with thermite. No depletion of any constiuent is assumed. It is to be
seen, that in spite of the higher absolute material mass in case of Vjh154, the
space to the completely filled situation is larger than in Vjh130. In the latter
experiment the blocked situation is reached in both breeding zones
confirming test results already mentioned.

The material mass reduction in the thermite zone was significantly higher in
Vjh154 than in Vjh130 although the original mass was larger due to the larger
pin diameter. The penetrations into the simulated breeding zones were more
extended and the material mass permanentely stored there was considerably
larger.

Especially in this experiment the great importance of grid spacers for material
relocation can be seen, the locations of the front edges of the blockages
correspond well with the locations of grid spacers.

Although the same conditions were chosen in two experiments, tolerances during
the fabrication of the fuel rod simulators, slight differences in the starting
conditions, random variations of the burning characteristics, and inevitable
differences in the actually established hydraulic diameter, influenced the final
results. This makes it difficult to attribute the results in all details to the different
hydraulic diameters. However, the results differ in general in a way as it is
plausible for different hydraulic diameters. Furthermore, the experience of
several former bundle tests helped to get a clear interpetation without double
meaning.
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2.7 Hexcan failure

The initiation and the course of hexcan failures are of great importance to the

propagation of a single subassembly fault and to whole-core accident sequences.

Hexcan failure can give rise to fuel removal through the intersubassembly gaps

before pools of molten fuel and steel are formed. The conditions leading to

hexcan failure were discussed in detail in a former publication /11/. For

completeness the main results are repeated here.

In most cases, material motion in the gap observed by X-ray cinematography

indicated the development of a wrapper failure. Sometimes it could not be

observed directly in the tests. In such cases, wrapper failure was deduced from the

course of flow, pressure, and temperature, and from post-experiment

investigations.

In most experiments multiple wrapper failures occurred in the course of the

experiment. All these failure events have been analyzed. Three different

mechanisms have been found leading to wrapper failure:

1) A high gas pressure in a locally failing pin led to a jet of melt hitting the

wrapper wall. Under these conditions a protective layer was prevented

from building up. Consequently a continuous local ablation of wrapper

material took place until after typically 0.080 s the wrapper failed. Sodium

boiling at the outside of the wrapper wall could not be detected at that

time. In a TOP reactor accident this type of wrapper failure may be

expected to occur in case of high fission-gas pressure in the pins.

2) Changes of the axial pressure gradient in the wrapper led to downstream

and upstream motions of the melt; a large portion of the melt was

observed to concentrate at the wall as annular flow. The developing crusts

consisting mainly of alumina turned out to be unstable and locally

detached from the wall. At these locations the hot melt came into contact

with the partly ablated wrapper wall and caused repeated intensive heat

input followed by ablation. Finally, the wrapper wall was ablated so deeply

that it failed locally under the influence of pressure. The crusts formed on

the plane surfaces of the hexcan were obviously less stable than on the

corners. Therefore, failures of the wrapper were observed only on the

plane surface, although severe ablation was detected at the corners, too.

Local sodium boiling in the annular channel was not detected to have

occurred prior to failure, but it cannot be excluded. The failure mechanism
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described may readily occur during UTOP, ULOF-TOP, and single
subassembly incidents.

3) The build-up of blockages was observed in all bundle experiments. Due to
selective freezing, the ceramic constituent (alumina) with the higher
melting temperature, froze out first at the wrapper wall within the
thermite zone, i.e. the melt was depleted in alumina. Therefore iron was
the dominating material within the blockages. When the blockage
compacted by oscillating axial material motion, the heat flux into the
wrapper increased. The sodium at the outer surface of the wall started to
boil over a larger area. Thus, heat removal was reduced and melt-through
of the wrapper followed. In this case, the extent of the failure is much
larger than in the other cases presented. This failure mechanism may also
occur during a reactor accident.

It is concluded from the experimental findings that in the SIMBATH experiments
hexcan failure by melt-through is very likely, even for small bundles. Only if the
thermite melt is set free within the wrapper over a longer period of time and a
stable layer of alumina buiids up, the wrapper may not fail. In larger bundles a
mechanical hexcan failure due to FCI induced pressure build-up may not be
excluded. In the SIMBATH experiments, however, such a failure mode was neither
observed nor was expected.

In the experiments with higher coolant temperature inside the bundle, but
nominal temperature of the sodium in the simulated intersubassembly gap, no
different failure occurrence was observed. Therefore melt-through of the
wrapper depends primarily on the local contact mode of the hot melt with the
wrapper and less on the moderately higher temperature or on the cooling
condition at the outside.

2.8 Material transport through the simulated intersubassembly gap

Openings in the wrapper are of importance to pressure relief, especially when
tight blockages at both ends have been built up, and to material release out of
neutronically sensitive regions. Such effects are difficult to investigate
quantitatively, both in-pile and out-of-pile with bundles of reduced size, because
of the limited amount of melt available for release and the difficulty of
adequately simulating the branched intersubassembly gap network. Therefore,
the findings of the SIMBATH experiments can only indicate the phenomenology
of the material transport.
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Holes generated by an impinging jet (mechanism 1) are small in size.

Consequently the amount of material released into the simulated

intersubassembly gap is small.

Openings due to crust instability (mechanism 2) are originally small in size but
may be enlarged by melt-off of the edges. This happened in SIMBATH
experiments only to a small extend, due to the limited amount of molten material
available for release. At least in one experiment the failure was closed again by
material freezing in the narrow simulated intersubassembly gap. Both effects
prevented longer durations of material flow necessary to melt off the wrapper.

Openings caused by mechanism 3 were relatively large. A higher quantity of
molten material was ejected into the simulated intersubassembly gap. In two
seven-pin experiments, in which such a wrapper failure had occurred, the amount
of material release was 27 and 33 %. Part of the material froze inside the gap,
tight blockages did not occur, probably due to the relatively large size of the gap
compared to the limited quantity of thermite available in a seven-pin bundle. In a
nineteen-pin bundle test the intersubassembly gap was modelled in order to
establish an equal sodium to thermite ratio. This led to a gap width of 1.5 mm in
comparsion to 5 mm between the subassemblies in the SNR 300 prototype
reactor. The wrapper failed just after the permeable blockage inside the upper
simulated breeding zone became dense. Melt was flowing for several tens of
milliseconds into the gap and melted off the edges. The failure size finally
reached an axial extension of about 150 mm, beginning at the upper end of the
thermite zone. It concerned incircumferencial direction four of the six faces of the
hexcan. The released material formed a tight blockage in the gap (Fig. 5).

2.9 TRAN Simulation Experiments И 2,13,14]

To compare the fuel behavior with that of the thermite, the inpile TRAN В tests
were repeated out-of-pile in similar geometry and with adjusted parameter
settings. By use of the X-ray cinematography the transient material movement
and freezing could be observed in the out-of-pile tests. This capability was not
available in the TRAN В in-pile tests.
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Though the TRAN simulation tests were performed under different boundary
conditions the tests have shown that the freezing behaviour of the thermite melt
is similar to that of a UO2 or a UO2/SS mixture used in the TRAN В in-pile series.
This ensures that the thermite melt as used in the SIMBATH experiments can
simulate the behaviour of fuel with respect to freezing and blockage formation.

In the following, the results of the tests and the related conclusions are

summarized:

- The flow regime during the thermite melt injection generally corresponds to

an annular droplet flow superimposed by a kind of slug flow caused by

material agglomerations.

- The penetration length observed is comparable to that in the TRAN В series,
although the axial distribution of the deposits is different.

- The components of the thermite melt freeze out selectively, the ceramic
(А!гОз) with the higher melting point first.

- The formation of crusts is strongly linked to the selective freezing process. In
the lower part of the annular test channel, where the ceramic is prevailing in
the crust, the relocation seems to be governed by conduction freezing. The
thickness varies between 0.2 and 0.5 mm. The appearance of these crusts is
similar to that of the TRAN В in-pile tests.

- In the upper part, deposits accumulated sometimes forming even bridges
across the annular channel. These consist mainly of metal from the thermite
melt. The formation of the deposits or local blockages seems to be governed
by bulk freezing.

- The crusts formed at the convex surface of the central pin are not stable.
Those at the concave inner tube surface are rather stable, however, not in
every case. Sometimes even these crusts are broken up and removed locally.

- Severe local ablation is not observed, this is attributed to the lowered initial
temperature (300° C) of the annular channel.

Extensive recalculations using the code BUCOGEL reported in [14] confirm and
support the experimental findings.
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2.10 Three-dimensional effects of material movement and relocation [16]

The random incoherence in location and time of material release, movement, and
relocation may prevent or delay the formation of completely tight blockages
because of the increased velocity when material flow is bypassing obstructions
consisting of earlier frozen deposits. These events discussed for ULOF accidents in
reactors, were studied in a 37-pin bundle experiment.

The 37 pins reacted within a period of 200 ms. Because of tolerances in the
construction and the inherent statistical features of local physical events,
incoherences arise in the onset of the chemical reaction and in pin wall melt-
through. This leads to an equivalent incoherent pin failure sequence. Ignition
started at one side of the bundle and progressed to the opposite side. This
resulted not only in incoherences in pin failure occurrence, but also incoherences
of sodium ejection, bundle destruction, and axial melt motion.

- It is deduced from the shape of the pressure readings (Fig. 6), where every
pressure burst can be correlated with a pin failure event, that the sequence of
pin-failures and their axial propergation was rather slow, if being compared
to other events like time for bundle voiding, blockage build-up, and wrapper
melt-through. Larger pressure bursts are attributed to the reactions of several
pins taking place simultaneously.
However, the number of peaks and bursts are in approximate coincidence
with reacting pins or groups of pins, respectively. Pressure peaks may also be
due to local thermal interactions.

- The radial incoherence of sodium ejection is to be seen from the development
of the void (Fig. 6). The movement of the void boundaries is evaluated by
integrating flow meter readings. These gauges were situated at some distance
from the reaction zone. It had to be assumed for this evaluation that flat void
boundaries existed and no sodium film was remaining at the structure.
Due to the slow propagation of pin failures mentioned the void develops
slowly. Sodium is transported from below into the thermite zone up to about
0.23 s, while the void is generated. Coincidence of void generation evaluated
by mass balance between inlet and outlet coolant flow and sodium flow into
the reaction zone implies that liquid sodium and void must have existed
within the reaction zone at the same time. The information concerning the
actual status of bundle destruction allows to exclude the existence of liquid
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sodium slugs covering the whole cross section. A partly voided cross section is

highly probable.

- Radial incoherence in mass flow is illustrated in Fig. 7 where the difference in
material density in the two vertical halves of the test section is given. One has
to take into consideration that the three X-ray equipments are distributed
both axially and circumferencially. This means that the test section is seen
from different azimuthal positions by the photodiodes. Nevertheless, it is
clearly to be seen that the radial incoherence in bundle destruction (starting
to become essential at 100 mm height at 0.15 s) results in incoherent blockage
build-up (above 480 mm height at about 0.235 s). The azimuthal position of
the partial blockage corresponds to that of the group of pins reacting and
failing first.

A thermal interaction between a larger amount of melt and sodium took place at
20 mm height at 0.231 s. The subsequent material expulsion resulted in a
considerable signals decrease in the substraction of material densities of the both
halves of the test section (Fig. 7), but on the other hand in signals increase when
the signals are added (Fig. 8). This shows that material accumulation has taken
place, but the relocation has equilibrate the already existing partial blockage in
the half space along the whole cross-section.

This experiment confirms the results of previous tests with smaller bundles insofar
as radial incoherences in material distribution, if existing at all, are of temporary
nature. These will be homogenized by cross flow of sodium and melt through the
pin bundle or already molten-off regions inside the wrapper. The increase in
material flow velocity at the passage of flow obstructions as for example partial
blockages does not prevent formation of tight relocations.

3. SUMMARY

Within the SIMBATH test series, experiments were carried out with single, 7, 19
and 37 fuel rod simulators in a bundle. The material movement, relocations, and
wrapper failure of a bundle undergoing melt-down were investigated out-of-
pile. By means of X-ray cinematography and suitable instrumentation, the events
taking place could be studied. Post-experiment investigations supported the
transient observations and allowed quantitative statements on the material
distribution. Although some test conditions and physical properties of the
thermite differ and therefore, the results cannot be transferred directly to reactor
conditions, it has been demonstrated that in principle the behaviour is rather
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similar. At least the phenomenology of the sequence of events seems to be the
same. The results of the SIMBATH tests can serve to define physical events to be
modelled in computer codes and to validate those.

Just after the onset of bundle destruction part of the melt released from the fuel
rod simulators flowed as finely dispersed droplets in axial directions. Due to their
high velocity and small sizes, a significant amount penetrated the simulated
breeding zones after a void had been established. In ULOF or ULOF driven UTOP
simulations some of the material which had left the thermite section in the
upstream direction was swept back into this region as it refilled with sodium. The
amount of material which had left the test section permanently was found to be
in the order of 10 % of the material present in the thermite region prior to the
test.

When the steep pressure gradient in the test section, which was established just
after the onset of pin destruction, had decreased, the melt agglomerated to
larger drops which formed blockages when penetrating into the simulated
breeding zones. The following material made the blockages denser and increased
their axial extensions. The downstream blockages were always tight if the
hydraulic diameter of the SNR 300 Mark II core was simulated. Up-stream
blockages became tight in the case of ULOF driven TOP simulation and remained
permeable to some extent in TOP simulation in the vicinity of sodium because the
pump head was still maintained. These results seem to be closely related to the
small hydraulic diameters (in the order of 3 mm); tight blockages did not develop
in an experiment with a larger hydraulic diameter (dhyd = 5 mm).

Hexcan failure seems to be very likely. Three mechanisms of occurrence have
been identified:

i) By a jet of melt impinging on the wall. The size of the hole and the amount
of material released from it are very limited.

ii) By ablation and melt-through of the wrapper after the protecting crust of
alumina had become peeled off.

iii) By melt-through in the region where a blockage has been built up. In this
case, large areas of the wall are molten off; material release is very
effective.

Due to the fact that failure modes i) and ii) occur early in an accident, the amount
of material ejected is small, the consequences on neutronic power generation
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may, nevertheless, be important. The released material is transported axially;
substantial material accumulations in the subchannel have been observed only in
a 19-pin experiment with a rather narrow intersubassembly gap.

It could be confirmed that incoherences in material release, following radially
propagating bundle melt-down, will be homogenized by cross flow of sodium
and melt through the pin bundle or already molten-off regions inside the
wrapper. The increase in material flow velocity at the passage of flow
obstructions, as for example partial blockages, does not prevent formation of
tight blockages.

If similar material movements as observed in the SIMBATH experiments would
occur during a reactor accident, this was as finely dispersed material flow early in
the course, material flow forming blockages outside the simulated fissile zone,
and flowing through escape pathes after hexcan melt-through, the further
nuclear heat generation would be reduced drastically or even terminated.

Remarks:

In seventeen years performing experiments a big amount of results was
produced, which is presented in this paper just in brief. Especially, results gained
by X-ray high speed movies cannot be sufficiently presented in a paper. However,
all essential results are published. Persons interested in details are referred to
references given in the particular chapters.
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Test No V T h 7 4 V T h 8 3 V T h 8 5 VTh 130

Cross section

8 6
8

i
со
—j

О

I

1 steel
2 alumina
3 inert gas
4 steel
5 sodium
6 steel
7 sodium
8 fuel rod simulator

Power release
per cm pin
per cm bundle
total

width 42.5/39.5

0.42 m/s. 767K
width 28.2/24.2
4.16 m/s, 767K
0 7.6

3.68 kJ
25.8 kJ
1.29 MJ

width 58/55

Argon
width 42.5/39.5
0.2 m/s, 767K

.width 28.2/24.2
4.6 m/s. 767K
0 7.6

3.94 kJ
27.6 kJ
1.38 MJ

diam. 054/050
diam. 050/042

stagnant, 773K
width 28.2/24.2
stagnant, ®
0 7.6

3.90 kJ
27.3 kJ
1.366 MJ

diam. 082/075
diam. 075/067

0.2 m/s, 773K
diam. 057/052
2.17 m/s, 773K
0 7.6

3.65 kJ
69.3 kJ
3.47 MJ

diam. 048/044
diam. 044/width31.5

stagnant, 773K
width 28.2/24.2
stagnant, ф
0 7.6

3.56 kJ
24.9 kJ
1.247 MJ

x) Cross section at the location of wrapper failure, namely in the lower breeding zone

• Axial temperature distribution approximated to LOF condition

All dimensions for diameters and widths in mm

Sheet 1

IRE876U90Q

Table I; Construction and Test Conditions



Test No

Cross section

1 steel
2 alumina
3 inert gas
4 steel
5 sodium
6 steel
7 sodium
8 fuel rod simulator

Power release
per cm pin
per cm bundle
total

V T h 154

Ж
\

8 7 6

diam. 046/044
diam. 044/width 34.5

stagnant, 773K
width 31.5/28.5
stagnant, ф
Ф8.0

4.26 kJ
29.8 kJ
1.49 MJ

V T h 155

л

8 7 6

diam. Ф62/Ф60
diam. 060/width 45.5

0.48 m/s, 773K
width 42.5/39.5
4.38 m/s. 773K
Ф7.6

3.51 kJ
66.62 kJ

3.33 MJ

V T h 160

s11111
Шf- 1

diam. Ф80/Ф77
diam. *77/width 63.75

0.48 m/s, 773K
width 57.75/54.75
4.7 m/s, 773K
Ф7.6

3.54 kJ
131.1 kJ

6.56 MJ

Axial temperature distribution approximated to LOF condition

All dimensions for diameters and widths in mm

Sheet 2

IRE888i634a

Table I : Construction and Test Conditions



Experiment

VTh74

VTh79

VTh83

VTh85

Vih130

Vih154

VTh155

VTh160

Classification

7 pin UTOP
fresh fuel

7 pin UTOP
high burn-up

7 pin
ULOF-TOP

19 pin UTOP
high burn-up

7 pin
ULOF-TOP

7 pin
ULOF-TOP

19 pin UTOP
fresh fuel

37 pin UTOP
fresh fuel

Time of block
inthebree

lower

0.6-0.7s
nearly tight

0.63s
nearly tight

0.175s
tight

0.74s
tight

0.59s
tight

0.60s
rather tight

0.425s
tight

0.490
partial

age build-up
ding zone

upper

0,3s
tight

0,21s
tight

0.12s
tight

0.32s
tight

0.47s
tight

0.425s
rather tight

0.33s
tight

0.235s
tight

Remarks

wrapper with internal
alumina liner

enlarged hydraulic
diameter dh=5.04mm

incoherent
bundle melt-down

Remark: The times given are referred to the onset of the chemical reaction
inside the first pin

Table U Time of blockage build-up in SIMBATH bundle tests
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Reacted thermite ///Sodium

I
CO
—]
CO

I

.350-

Movement
of phase
boundary
-3.9m/s

Movement of
phase bound-

Mainly drop flow
0.28s

Part 1
0.33s

IRE8771548

Fig. 1 SIMBATH VTh 130, Phenomenological Course of Test



Reacted thermite ///Sodium

I
CO

"Cloud" of
material
«ttm/s t

•TCI"?

Mainly
i downward
* material

movement

"Cloud" of
material
t=0.770s

1 Material
I movement

t=0.805s
v-2m/s

Formation of
blockage

- Mild "FCI"
t=0.591s

"material
movement
mainly l

Violent "FCI"
>0.733s
mat.J-10m/s

i Mat.moving
ft=0.715s

Weak TCI
b0.708s
mat.

-Mainly annular/drop flow-

WmVZ
Part 2

e U\^[JLMlRE8771549

Fig. 1 SIMBATH VTh 130, Phenomenological Course of Test (cont.)
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Reacted thermite ///Sodium

I
со

No further
material
movement

Mat. moving
downward
by gravity

Material
I movement

t=0.980S

Mat. moving
1 downward

by gravity

I upwards
v-2m/s

118s

Mainly churn flow

Up and downward
material movements
continue up to
t=15.0s

Part 3
IRE8771550

Fig. 1 SIMBATH VTh 130, Phenomenological Course of Test (cont.)



i
CO

I Ti

/, Relocated alumina

Relocated steel/iron

Pieces analyzed

Original distribution (testsection-
tube, fuel rod simulators and
spacers)

Thermite section Heater section

End plugs

-200 -100 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

Axial height fmml

IRE872H63

Fig. 2 SIMBATH VTh130, Post Experiment Material Distribution
and Rough Estimation of Alumina/Iron-Ratio



со

I

Before test Thermite zone
,. „ m U - f alumina
thermite | , r o n

clad + igniter
spacer

(iO «500

137.4 g=
149,6 g =
245,3 g=

50.6 g =

582,9 g=

mm)
Ю0К

)
\ 100%

J
100%

After test

Lower breeding
ZOne 1-160 tOmm)

alumina 3,5 g= «%
iron /steel 56,4 g= 12.7%

59.9 g=10.3%

Thermite zone
(t0 «500 mm)

alumina 120.7 g= в7.а%
iron/steel 238,6 g= 53.6%

359,3 g= 61,6%

Upper breeding
Z O n e 1*500 .650 mm)

alumina 8,4 g= 6.2%

iron/steel 87.1 g = 19.6%

95.5 g=16.4%

Lack of material

alumina 4,8 g= 3,54
iron/steel 63,4 g = u.i%

68.2 g =11.7%

Lower blockage
(-126.5 «123 mm)

alumina 29.8 g= 21.7s
iron/steel 263,0 g = 59.0%

292.8 g= 50.2%

Thermite zone
(middlepart *123 «500mm)

alumina 94,4 g = ee.7%
iron/steel 32.0 g = 7.3%

126.4 g = 21.7У.

Upper blockage
|»500„....+650тт)

alumina 8.4 g = 6.1%
iron/steel 87,1g = i9,6%

95,5 g =16,4%

Lack of material

alumina 4,8 g= и х
iron/steel 63,4g = u.i%

68.2 g = 11.7%

IRE8771553

Fig. 3 SIMBATH VTh130. Chart of Material Movement



со
—а
CD

40- Completely filled
coolant channel

SIMBATH Ч^Ы
pin diam. 8.0 mm
pitch 9.9 mm

Material distribution if cool-
ant channel would be com-
pletely filled with thermite
V i e 4

SIMBATH V7h130
pin diam. 7.6 mm

8.8 mm
3.04mm

Original distribution
(test-section-tube,
fuel rod simulators
and spacers) Longitudinal mass of

test-section-tube

Flexible parts
Thermite zone-Dummy pin zone

("cold ends")

End plugs
Dummy pin zone
(electrical heaters, tube)

-400 -200 +200 +400 +600

Axial height [mm]
+800

x Both material distributions are related to the longitudinal mass of the corresponding test-section-tube

IRE8971754

Fig. 4 SIMBATH, Post Experimental Material Distribution of two Tests with
Different Hydraulic Diameters



•500 mm •600 mm 700 mm

Simulated upper breeder

Relocations (prevailing
iron/steel) blocking the inter-
subassembly gap

Thermocouples

Hexcan wrapper Molten edges

20mm

10mm

Safety container with its alumina liner removed

IRE88816/.2

Fig. 5 SIMBATH VTh155, Outside View of
the Upper Hexcan Failure
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I

Testsection
Testsection
bypass

void boundary

Bypass +250mm

1= 1MPa

Testsection -200mm

0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
dTime referred to onset of thermite reaction [s]

IRE9121813

Fig. 6 SIMBATH VTh160, Development of Void inside the Testsection and Testsection
Bypass as a Consequence of the second Wrapper Failure
(Тле first failure did not cause essential void)



•8*8-

a>

Value of uppermost diode
of camera A is linear
connected to the neighboured
diode of camera B,
(camera В and С analogous)

I Camera "С"
CO
oo
to

First igniting pin

Fuel rod simulator

Wrapper
-Test section bypass

•Alumina liner

Safety container

Direction of X-ray
beam

о Location and time of
first pin failure

x Location and time of
first hexcan failure

Safety container ond alumina liner not shown

IRE9131829

Fig. 7 SIMBATH VTh160, Difference of Material Density in the two
Halves Of the T e s t Section (Left half minus right half, both referred to initial state)
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'II
о Location and time of

first pin failure

x Location and time of
first hexcan failure

Fuel rod simulator

•Wrapper

Test section bypass

"Alumina liner

Safety container

Direction of X-ray
beam

Safety container and alumina liner nol shown

IRE9131831

Fig. 8 SIMBATH VT h 160, Change in Material Distribution


